
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COFFIN PRICE LIST 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Simple Veneer Coffins 
This range has a veneer applied to a recycled chipboard coffin.   
The bases and lids are all made of non-solid composites and ply board. 
 

 
Clumber (16/21)         £437.00 

 

A light oak style wood veneer coffin of simple chipboard construction, with a flat lid and plain sides, 
fitted with six Minster handles, matching wreath holders and breast plat 

 

Evesham Foil (17/20)         £306.00 

 

A limed oak effect foil veneer coffin of simple chipboard construction, with a flat lid and plain sides, 
fitted with four Lily handles and breast plate. 

 
Kingston (18/20)         £393.00 

 

A Mahogany style wood veneer coffin of simple chipboard construction, with a flat lid and plain 

sides, fitted with six Rose handles. Matching wreath holders and breast plate. 
 
Whitby (42/13)         £525.00 

 

A natural oak style wood veneer coffin, with a natural finish and wood bar handles, which cannot be 
exchanged. Certified by the FSC and suitable for all types of burial and cremation. 
 

 

 

 

 

All simple veneer coffins shown on 

these pages are all FSC accredited. 



Superior Veneer Coffins 
These coffins have a real wood veneer applied in traditional manner. 
The bases and lids are all made of non-solid composites and ply board. 

 

Dark Wood Veneer (13/11)        £568.00 

 

A wood veneer coffin, with a raised lid and double moulding.  It is dark stained in a mahogany style 
and finished with six Thames handles with dark wood bars, matching wreath holders and breast 
plate. 
 

Light Wood Veneer (14/11)        £568.00 

 

A wood veneer coffin, with a raised lid and double moulding.  It is light stained in a oak style, and 
finished with six Thames handles with light wood bars, matching wreath holders and breast plate. 
 

Melrose Veneer (38/14)        £612.00 

 

A wood veneer coffin, with a flat lid.  It has a rosewood effect finish with engraved Melrose panels 
throughout, and is complemented by six Rose handles, matching wreath holders and breast plate. 
 

British Veneer (68/14)        £612.00 

 
 

A natural oak style veneer coffin, with a natural finish. It has a flat lid and is fitted with a wood 
mount, wood beading to the sides and a lid and six Hampton handles, matching wreath holders and 
breast plate. Certified by the FSC and suitable for all types of burial and cremation. 
 

All superior veneer coffins shown on 

these pages are all FSC accredited. 



Last Supper 
A Selection of coffins and caskets for families wishing to have religious imagery as part of 
the external design. 
 

Veneered Coffin (01/09)        £699.00 

 
 

A veneered oak on MDF coffin, stained medium oak with a last supper design in alternate material inlaid.  The 
coffin has a raised lid, double mouldings and four deep engraved panels. Finished with four Rose handles, six 
matching wreath holders, and breast plate on a matching wood mount. 

 

Solid Timber Coffin (02/09)        £787.00 

 

A mahogany veneer on solid timber coffin, stained dark mahogany with a last super design in alternate 

material inlaid. The coffin has a raised lid, double mouldings and four deep engraved panels. Finished with four 

Minster handles, six matching wreath holders and breast plate on a matching wood mount. 

Trinity - Christ (89/17)         £962.00 

 

A solid oak European shaped coffin with the ‘Head of Christ’ carved into decorative panels on the sides and a 
gently shaped raised lid.  In a warm oak colour with four metal handles, six wreath holders and engraved 
breast plate. This coffin is supplied with a white interior thar cannot be changed. 

 

Passion of Christ (37/19)         £1,749.00 

 
 

Semi polished timber.  The sculptured corners are patterned after Michelangelo’s famous ‘Renaissance’ works. 
Quality rosetan crepe interior with sunburst panel.  Fixed bar handles and adjustable bed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Traditional Solid Hardwood Coffins 
A selection of solid timber normally with plywood or softwood bases to prevent 
movement. Manufactured by traditional measures. 
 
 

Melbourne (22/09)          £699.00 

 
A sold utile coffin of traditional construction with flat sides, flat lid and light tint.  Fitted with six Rose handles, 
six wreath holders and breast plate fitted to a solid wood mount. 

 

Portland  (23/09)          £874.00 

 
A sold oak coffin with double raised lid and wood mount, double moulded with six deep engraved panels on 
the sides.  In a natural colour with a satin finish, complete with six plated handles and end embellishments, six 
wreath holders and engraved breast plate on a solid wood mount. 

 

Buckingham  (24/09)          £787.00 
 

 
A solid wood mahogany coffin with a double thickness lid and wood mount, double moulded with six double 
engraved panels on the sides and one single engraved panel on the lid all finished in gold.  The coffin is stained 
rosewood with a satin finish, complete with electro-brassed fittings consisting of six plated handles and end 
embellishments, six wreath holders and engraved breast plate on a solid wood mount.  

 

Royal  (69/14)            £1,749.00 

 
A solid white walnut coffin with an intricate rose stem detail inlaid on the sides.  This beautiful motif is 
repeated on the lid and is fitted with four metal handles, six wreath holders and engraved breastplate. 
Maximum height and width apply.  This coffin is supplied with a white interior which cannot be changed 



The Musgrove Willow coffins are available in two shapes either Traditional or 
Oval. These hand crafted willow coffins are manufactured in England with 
willow grown in Somerset and are appropriate for burial, cremation, 
woodland and green burial sites.  They all include an engraved wooden 
nameplate and are available in a range of colours (see chart below). Because 
they are handmade, five days notice is required for manufacture. Please use 
the QR code above to see the full range. 

 

  
Oval Musgrove Willow Full Colour (115/21)      £831.00 
Curved head willow coffin in a single colour. 

 

Oval Musgrove Willow Block Colour (116/21)     £831.00 
As above but in contrasting colours for the lid and middle band. 

 

Oval Musgrove Willow Rainbow (118/23)      £875.00 
As above but in a rainbow stripe. 

 

Oval Musgrove Willow Rainbow (119/23)      £875.00 
As above but in a rainbow twist. 

 

 
 

Traditional Musgrove Willow Full Colour (113/21)     £787.00 
Traditional head willow coffin in a single colour. 

 

Traditional Musgrove Willow Block Colour (114/21)    £787.00 
As above but in contrasting colours for the lid and middle band. 

 

Traditional Musgrove Willow Rainbow (120/23)     £831.00 
As above but in contrasting colours for the lid and middle band. 

 

Traditional Musgrove Willow Rainbow (121/23)     £831.00 
As above but in a rainbow twist. 

 



 

  
 
 
The country range offers a selection of coffins and caskets which are made from biodegradable materials. 
The come with a full interior of natural cotton , complete with pillow and frill which cannot  be changed. Please 
use the QR code above to see the full range. 
 

 

Natural Bamboo (43/13)         £699.00 

 

 
A traditional shaped bamboo coffin which is tasteful and naturally beautiful. 
 

 
 

Oval Chestnut Willow (44/13)       £699.00 
Hand-Woven, natural willow (wicker) coffin in a rounded end casket shape with engraved wooden nameplate. 

Traditional Chestnut Willow (07/13)       £655.00 
As above but shaped as a traditional coffin 

 

 

 

  

Oval Seagrass (45/13)        £699.00 
As above but manufactured in England and available in a range of blocked colours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
All the coffins and caskets in this range come with a full interior of natural cotton, complete with pillow and 

frill. 

 

Daisy Traditional (10/09)        £787.00 
A water hyacinth coffin made from natural products with a 100% unbleached decorative calico lining and two 

individually engraved plates. 

 

 

Daisy Half Round (11/09)        £787.00 
A water hyacinth half round casket made from natural products with a 100% unbleached decorative calico 

lining and two individually engraved plates. 

 

 
 

Daisy Casket (12/09)         £787.00 
A banana leaf casket made from natural products with a 100% unbleached decorative calico lining and two  

individually engraved plates. 

 
 

Brighton  (41/13)         £699.00 
A Crafted solid pine coffin with plain side panels and lid with crafted matching pine handles. Elegant in its 

simplicity. Available with a natural cotton shroud/. Certified by the FSC and suitable for all types of burial and 

cremation. 

 

C10 Organic Cotton Gown with matching frill   £150.00 

Unisex hand made organic cotton shroud to complete he overall theme. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Swaldale Limestone (117/21)       £831.00 
A grey heavy woollen coffin constructed around a strong and fully recycled cardboard frame.  Edged with jute 

with a generously lines organic woollen interior and a personally embroidered breast plate. 

 

 
 

Swaldale Natural (08/13)        £787.00 
A natural heavy woollen coffin constructed around a strong and fully recycled cardboard frame.  Edged with 

jute with a generously lines organic woollen interior and a personally embroidered breast plate. 

 

Our Budget Range 
 

 

 

Strand (93/19)         £494.00 
A quality cardboard coffin lined with plastic and provided with a cardboard pillow.  These strong, sturdy, 

lightweight coffins are FFMA approved making them safe to handle and cremate. 

 

 

 
 

Westminster (39/12)         £134.00A 
A basic brown finished cardboard casket. Clients should be aware that it is very basic and will crease and mark 

very easily and is only available in one size. Maximum height and weights apply. 

 

 

 



  
 
 

For a full range of Reflections Coffins please ask for our separate brochure. 

 

 

Reflections (05/09)         £732.00 
A simple coffin covered with foil and printed to the clients chosen design.  We usually fit six wreath holders but 

no handles, however in the case of a burial, we fit four Rose handles and try and minimise the disruption by 

these to the chosen design. Any pictures which are to be produced on a coffin need to be a minimum of 12 

mega pixels in size. 

 

Within these pages you will see a variety of coffins from the Expression Range. All of these coffins can be 

personalised in some way. Please use the QR code above to see the full range. 

 

 

The Whitby Expression (122/23)                                £612.00 

A natural oak style wood veneer coffin, with a natural finish and wood bar handles, whick cannot be 

exchanged. Within the moulding on the lid sits a blackboard, providing an opportunity for friends and family to 

personalise the coffin with messages. 



 

 

Printed Glitter Coffin (123/23)                                £612.00 

The English Made Printed Glitter Coffin is available in block colours or printed designs, such as the Unicorn. 

The oval shape has a more modern minimalist feel to a traditional, with its organic elliptical shape and delicate 

detailing.  This charming coffin comes wrapped in printed glitter paper in any designed requested.  The frames 

come in white, black or natural. 

 

 

 

Glitter Coffin (108/20)        £568.00 
An MDF coffin painted any colour from the Dulux colour chart with a glitter effect. Finished with six nickel 

plated Laurel handles, matching wreath holders and a breast plate. 

 

Full Glitter Coffin (110/20)        £809.00 
An MDF coffin covered in diamond glitter and finished in either red, blue, green, yellow, magenta, black, 

copper, silver or gold. Finished with six nickel plated Laurel handles, matching wreath holders and a breast 

plate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Deep Engraved (109/19)        £481.00 

A veneered oak on MDF coffin finished with four electro-brassed Rose handles, matching wreath holders and a 
breast plate.  A deep engraving can be applied to each side of the coffin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deep Engraved Raised Lid (125/23)       £568.00 

A veneered oak light oak coffin with a raised lid finished with four electro-brassed Rose handles, matching 

wreath holders and a breast plate.  A deep engraving can be applied to each side of the coffin. 

 

Expressions Printed (124/23)                    £831.00 

A veneered oak light oak coffin with a raised lid finished with four electro-brassed Rose handles, matching 

wreath holders and a breast plate.  A deep engraving can be applied to each side of the coffin. 

 

Painted (04/09)         £525.00 
A veneered oak on MDF coffin painted any colour from the Dulux colour chart with six engraved silver panels 

to the sides and one on the lid. Finished with six nickel plated Rose handles, matching wreath holders and a 

breast plate. 

 

 

 



 

Traditional Solid Hardwood Caskets 
A selection of solid timber caskets normally with plywood or softwood bases to prevent movement. 
Manufactured by hand in Great Britain. Where not shown with a split lid one can be provided, or the 
percentage split can be changed for an additional £100.00. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Rowton (20/09)         £1,529.00 
A solid mahogany casket with an engraved panel on each side and end, round corner pillars and hinged high 

raised split lid. The casket is stained dark mahogany with a high gloss finish, complete with seven electo-

brassed metal bar handles (in the case of cremation these would be plastic Thames fittings), four wreath 

holders and engraved breast plate.  The casket includes a quality interior in white, light blue, pink or cream 

satin. 

 

All of our solid hardwood caskets are available in a painted finish. Any colour from the Dulux colour chart can 

be selected, and the casket sprayed in its entirety to that colour.  £100.00 

 

 

 



 

 

Welbeck (19/09)         £1,034.00 
A solid utile casket with three engraved panels on each side and one panel on each end, double moulded with 

a raised lift off lid and wood mount. The casket is in a natural colour with a satin finish, complete with fittings 

consisting of six nickel plated metal bar handles and end embellishments (in the case of cremation these would 

be plastic Thames fittings), six wreath holders and engraved breast plate.  The casket includes a quality interior 

in white, light blue, pink or cream satin. 

 

 

 

 

Chatsworth (21/09)         £1,349.00 
A solid oak casket with a deep engraved panel on each side and one panel on each end, Traditionally 

sculptured pillars and hinged raised lid. The casket is in a natural colour with a satin finish, complete with 

fittings consisting of six electro-brasses metal bar handles and end embellishments (in the case of cremation 

these would be plastic Thames fittings), wreath holders and engraved breast plate.  The casket includes a 

quality interior in white, light blue, pink or cream satin. 

 

 



 
Prestige American Caskets 
These caskets are offered as a range above our Wood and Metal American Caskets and whilst we accept that 

they appeal to a very limited number of our clients, they are shown to illustrate the extent of our range.  These 

may not be kept in stock and delivery dates vary depending on whether they have to be shipped from 

America.  Each of these caskets includes the use of an automatic lowering device for the burial if requested. 

 

 

Millennium (32/12)         £19,999.00 
This casket is premium Chrome/Nickel Stainless Steel with a hand polished finish. 

The casket has a hermetically sealing lid with a one piece gasket and a mechanical locking mechanism. 

The interior is high quality velvet and had the usual fully adjusted bed and mattress. 

 

 
 

Promethean (33/12)         £34,999.00 
This casket is 48oz solid bronze hand polished finish, with 14-Carat Gold Plated hardware. 

The casket has a hermetically sealing lid with a one piece gasket and a mechanical locking mechanism. 

The interior is high quality velvet and had the usual fully adjusted bed and mattress. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Please note: Payment for any of the above caskets is required before the funeral takes place.  Prices may 

vary depending on the exchange rate at the time of purchase. 

 

 

 

American Style Caskets 
These caskets are imported in one size only – families must therefore be aware that they may not be large 

enough or all adult sizes. The metal caskets are only suitable for burial and some cemeteries will not allow 

them. 

 
 

Harvest Oak (26/19)         £2,349.00 
A solid oak wood casket with a lovely natural satin harvest finish, the Harvest Oak comes with matching wood 

bar handles and is fitted with a delicate rosetan crepe interior. 

 

 

 
 

Essence  (51/19)         £2,299.00 
A solid alder wood casket in elegant white with a high gloss finish, the Essence comes with matching bar 

handles and is fitted with a delicate white crepe interior. 

 

 



 

 
 

Nightfall Silver  (29/19)        £1,799.00 
An 18 gauge steel silver and black casket, the imposing Nightfall Silver has matching bar handles and 

decorative corners and is fitted with a luxurious white crepe interior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunstone  (30/19)        £1,849.00 
An 18 gauge steel casket in light orchid with a natural brush finish, the Sunstone has a delightful golden trim , 

contrasting swing bar handles, decorative corner supports and is fitted with a luxurious misty rose crepe 

interior. 

 

 



 

 

Selection of Coffin Furniture 
The prices given below are to supply the furniture illustrated in place of that shown in the photographs of the 

coffins.  Where handles will not fit the panels of any particular coffins in the range this has been noted.  With 

the exception of the H5 solid brass bars and the H12 metal brassed bars all the fittings are available in an 

electro-brassed finish (as illustrated) or in a nickel plated (chrome effect) finish. 

 

Ornamentation Range 
 

 
 
01 Plastic Crucifix                    nil 
02 Solid Cross (NOT suitable for cremation)    nil 
03 Solid Crucifix (NOT suitable for cremation)    £40.00 
04 American Casket Crucifix (for American casket range only)  £90.00 
05 Sikh Khanda        nil 
06 Masonic Emblem       nil 
07 Sacred Heart        nil 
08 Hindu Om        nil 
09 Hindu Om (traditional orange finish)     nil 
010 Rotary Emblem       nil 

 
Embroidery      from £100.00 
    

 



Bespoke embroidery of coffin and casket interiors is available on request 

Handle Range 

 

 
 

H1 Rose handles with matching end ornaments and wreath holders   £20.00 

H2 Minster handles with matching T ends and wreath holders    £35.00 

H3 Lily handles with appropriate end rings and wreath holders   £20.00 

H4 Laurel swing bar handles with back plates, appropriate end rings 

      and wreath holders.        £20.00 

H5 Solid brass bar handles with shortened bar handle at foot end  

      (where possible) solid brass wreath holders and solid brass breast plate 

      NOT Suitable for cremation.       £180.00 

H6 Cross swing bar handles with back plates, appropriate end rings and  

      wreath holders.        £30.00 

H7 Durham handles with matching end ornaments and wreath holders   £20.00 

H8 Thames dark wood handles with matching T ends and wreath holders  £35.00 

H9 Thames light wood handles with matching T ends and wreath holders  £35.00 

H10 Thames burgundy handles with matching T ends and wreath holders  £35.00 

H11 Hampton purple handles with matching T ends and wreath holders  £35.00 

H12 Metal brassed bar handles with a shortened bar handle at foot end  

         (where possible) with matching wreath holders. NOT Suitable for cremation. £85.00 

 

Name Plates 
We can supply bespoke breast plates in many languages with a selection of symbols. £25.00 

 

Scotch Cords 



For symbolically lowing as used in Scotland.      £50.00 

Gowns 
Type A Gown with Frill (not shown)      £30.00 
A 6” taffeta frill complete with appropriate lining, pillow, simple gown including matching face cloth. 

Price included in care of the deceased. 

 

Type B Frill & Lining (below)       £100.00 
A 12” satin frill complete with appropriate lining, pillow, face cloth and when necessary an eiderdown. 

The frills are available in white, pink, blue, navy, oyster, cream, red, green and burgundy. 

Additional colours of 12” frill are available, but must be individually order allowing two clear working days for 

delivery. £30.00 extra. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Type B Gowns with Fill (below)       £100.00 
A 12” taffeta frill complete with appropriate lining, pillow and gown as shown including matching face cloth. 

 

B1  Pink taffeta with white lace front and a pink frill. 

B2  White taffeta with a white frill. 

B3 Blue taffeta with a blue frill. 

B4 Blue taffeta with a crucifix and a blue frill. 

B5 Pink taffeta with a Catholic motif and a pink frill. 

B7 Navy taffeta with a blue frill. 

B8 Cream taffeta with oyster detail and a cream frill. 

 



 
Type C Interior         £150.00 
A full white padded satin interior complete with lining, pillow, mattress, inner and outer frill, face cloth and 

when necessary, an eiderdown. 

 
 

Type C Gowns with Interiors        £150.00 
A fully padded satin interior complete with lining, pillow, mattress, double frill and gown as shown including 

matching face cloth. 

 

C1 Lilac satin frock style with matching interior. 

C2 Blue paisley gown with lighter blue satin trim. 

C3 Embroidered champagne cotton with sympathetic interior. 

C4 Dark blue drill cotton with contrasting blue lining. 

C5 Black suit, white shirt, black tie style with white interior. 

C6 White gown with white frill, rosebud lapels and white interior. 

C7 Pink satin gown with matching frill, brocade lapels and pink trim. 

C10 Organic cotton gown with matching frill. 

 

 



 
 

 

Type D Interior           £200.00 

A full padded interior complete with pillow, lining mattress and duvet printed in one of our 

patterns as shown or send you own ideas to our team to create a bespoke patter and we’ll 

print it onto our soft cotton cloth. 

 

 


